
The Davidson Marking System® has been used for years by physicians around the world as 
an unequivocally reliable method for color  identification of surgical margins. Developed by 
Dr. Terence M. Davidson, M.D. , the Davidson® Marking Dyes are specifically designed to 
withstand immersion into high concentrations of alcohols, fixatives, and clearing agents. 
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Available in seven easy-to-see colors, the dyes are applied directly to excised 
tissue for the purpose of orientation, multiple biopsy identification, or surgical mar-
gins. The dyes can be applied to frozen sections, fixed tissue, and freshly excised 
specimens.

The Davidson Marking System®

3cc Mini Tissue Dye

Color: Item#: 
Black STD00803P 
Blue STD00804P
Green STD00813P     
Orange STD00830P

Color: Item#: 
Red STD00834P 
Violet STD00839P 
Yellow STD00841P

Contains 40 ea. Davidson® 3cc Mini tissue dyes in your choice of green, yellow, 
black, red, blue, orange or violet. These dyes are small enough to be single-use or 
can be re-capped for multiple use

For use with Davidson® 2oz. Margin Marking Dyes. 10 in a pack.

Item#: STD01400P

Color: Item#:
Black STD01003E
Blue STD01004E
Green STD01013E
Orange STD01030E
Red STD01034E
Violet STD01039E
Yellow STD01041E

2oz
Color: Item#:
Black STD01103E
Blue STD01104E
Green STD01113E
Orange STD01130E
Red STD01134E
Violet STD01139E
Yellow STD01141E

8oz

Isn't it frustrating buying a marking dye rack that only holds one size/brand? With 
the Universal DyeRack from American MasterTech you can now store different 
sizes and brands of marking dyes in one convenient place! These Dye Racks are 
constructed of white acrylic and contain eight built-in holes for marking dyes and 
two holes for wooden applicator sticks. The Universal Dye Rack holds both David-
son's and Cancer Diagnostic's 2 oz. and 8 oz. bottles, as well as MasterTech's 1 oz. 
and 4 oz. bottles. 

Item#: STD10

Brush Caps

DyeRack
Universal Margin Marking Dye Rack

3ml, Pk(40)

2oz KIT

Kit includes all 2oz. dyes 
except orange and violet. 

Item#: STD01308P   




